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One personal visit to our offices by Pope Francis,  Xi Jinping, Vladimir

Putin, Sheik Mohammed, Donald Trump, Joe Biden, Barack Obama, Fe-

lipe Calderon, Enrique Peña, Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador and we will

shut down our operations.    This offer has been understood now for many

years.  It is reasonable to conclude that we would have to shut down op-

erations if what we have said that these men were brought to justice was

not true.  Jose Maria Chavira M.S.   

Welcome to Angelcraft Media Divisi…

God’s word …works like a good watch. If you are new to our service we

welcome you! JC…

The judgment of God is now in phase where our medical systems are

called into question.  It is now about the authority of  doctors and   medi-

cine verses  the authority and the Judgment of God.  As time passes by

every day the two and government are coming closer together- Jose

Maria Chavira MS
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Questions?

What writer or news service lulls you to sleep?   If you are tired of

writers and news services who massage you, lie to you or pretend to

take your side.   Then you have come to the right place.    The ser-

vices below created and designed by Angelcraft Media Division &

Angelcraft Broadcasting are emergency services and post at least

once a year or more.   They will operate on  wordpress.com non-prof-

it standard websites until the news and information emergency is

officially over.       Angelcraft Media Staff.

Good News

Heads Up 

Newsdesk

Quicknews

Headline Response

The Daily Page
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Welcome to our annual alerts page.   Keeping Track is a page at

CCBM which closely followed the Joe Biden “Big Brother” installa-

tion and American voters as they took their first steps to take back

their country.   By removing Donald Trump, they learned that their

democracy can work and can remove tyrants.  But if those tyrants

never existed to begin with then they must consider the words of

what the world crown has written about the political news and in-

formation conspiracy.

As the mass media conspiracy progresses, Americans are also learn-

ing about the corrupted use of technology and finer points of  “Big

Brother.” And whether his name is Donald Trump or Joe Biden, “Big

Brother,” is a whole different political organism than what Ameri-

cans are used to.

Whereas a King or Queen is chosen empowered, blessed, and

anointed by the Holy Spirit to rule with absolute power,   “Big Broth-

er.”  is an un unseen, international dictatorship and conspiracy of lies

which wants irresponsible absolute power over your lives, but theirs

is a system which is daily brought to justice by God.  Sometimes a

good King or Queen is necessary.  In times of crises, a good King or

Queen, Patriarch or Matriarch, who comes from the Holy Spirit and

is empowered by the Holy Spirit can by prayer,  faith and trust in the

Holy Spirit defeat any dictatorship or systems of ruthless dictator-

ships by whatever name they call themselves.  The judgment of God

is a time when the Holy Spirit also works to save people from them-

selves.   You can learn more about the judgment of God at the world

crown La Couronne Monde Chateau Versailles.

Dragon Speak  is a simple page at CCBM which teaches people

about piracy and how technology is used to create illusions of our

world.    

You can learn more about the Angelcraft Broadcasting Network at

Angelcraft Media Division AMD,  ABN Offices,  Angelcraft Broad-

casting. These, Angelcraft Planet, AE Angelcraft Emission and their

affiliate emergency services will the posts at least once a year during

the news and information emergency.

About UTC+14

God’s word …works like a good watch. If you are new to our service we

welcome you! JC

We have again reduced our mass media and will limit our use of social

media until the technological problems and the mass media political

news and information emergency is over.  JC
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MMXII January -December 2022: Angelcraft Red Alert:  UTC+14: 

At all times  life on our Holy Spirit planet prevails.   At times we may

see our surroundings decline due to the practices of corruption

against us.  When we see men and women wearing coronavirus

masks, this is not a good sign and there are many things we have to

be careful of.   

It would be nice to have a world which looks as beautiful as the best

parts of it for everyone.  We have to work it at this and it starts with

better government and control of wealth and political power and for

this we need the judgment of God to help us.   

We are commanded not to hurt each other, and to procure justice

when bad things happen.   For this reason we have local, state and

federal law enforcement and good government.  Poverty and various

factors assure crime, and so our job in each nation is to create good

housing and provide good and free education for everyone.  It is im-

portant to create employment and important activities with which

citizens can keep themselves occupied with.     
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INGSOC 

Angelcraft Comics created invasion socialism so people had a place

to go to study and learn and not be inundated by websites and media

dedicated to the practices of the new postwar nazism called English

Socialism INGSOC which is responsible for the slums inside nations,

economic decline, poverty, the deaths and disappearances of mil-

lions of children, women and men  and many bad things  in many na-

tions since the end of World War II.  Readers can also learn about

INGSOC and “Big  Brother” at the Origins and Development of faith 

INGSOC is international white supremacy (International freema-

sonry, communist, socialist, anarchists or independents).  These en-

sure a general decline in nations and regions of nations.  However,

white people are not problem.  Corruption and white supremacy op-

erating inside each nation is the problem. Provoking problems with

citizenry and between nations and races so as to insure uprisings

and perpetual wars is a problem. AH Alternate histories are a prob-

lem. The cycle of creating, unleashing and discovering deadly dis-

eases is a problem.  Ethnic cleansing and genocide is  a problem,  Sex-

ual and Fraternal conspiracies against boys and men are a problem.

Gender conspiracies against women are a problem.   All conspiracies

whose aim is to traffic in children, kill, injure, mutate,  subjugate  and

control human and animal life are daily brought before the judgment

of God.   And so it is important to pray daily for each other and for

the world, no matter how normal and peaceful things may or may

not look in the part of the world where you live.        
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What is conspirator?

A conspirator is someone who knowingly conspires against the pub-

lic.  Though a conspirator may claim to be ignorant, the judgment of

God will reveal the truth.   It is good to have God’s judgment and it

keeps us from accusing each other which can cause discord.   Gov-

ernment, the military and law enforcement must do their best al-

ways to properly identify and keep conspirators or conspiracies

from affecting the people of their nations.  When the people, gov-

ernment, law enforcement, the military have been overwhelmed and

the people are caused to suffer, disappear, die and be conspired

against, citizens can be assured that the judgment of God will help

them.    

From January-December 2022 the following themes will lead to

even more people being brought to justice:   

False news and information and false videos and pictures of lead-

ers will assure the general decline of conspirators.

The existence of false central government figures in news and in-

formation  is also not a good sign. This also leads to more decline

of conspirators.

Failure to stop political, health, organization, business and finan-

cial conspiracies. leads to more decline of conspirators.

Continuing to cover up the disappearances of children,  and the

murders and mass murders of citizens  by the conspiracy inside

each nation leads to more decline of conspirators.

Denial of the conspiracy which is being judged by God is like being

an accomplice to it.  This also leads to more decline of conspirators.

Governments, organizations and business are advised to support

and communicate with the world crown who is responsible for this

world. 

Awaiting for the justice of God each day, each in our own part of the

world, is now becoming a science ,but communication barriers still

exist.  As terrorists are judged by God in their decline they are like

beasts and will try to inflict damage on resources in each nation.  It is

important not to give them anything and to be prepared at all times.  

Apple Computers can generate a PDF of any of our information

which  you can translate into your language. PC users you can now

take screenshots of an entire web page at no cost.
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Vaccinations: People who have been vaccinated for Coronavirus

have died, many by heart attacks.  Two years is long time for people

to restrict their breathing. The longer this assault on our lives and

our lungs continues, the more devastating the judgment of God will

be against those working in conspiracy around the world.  The new

World Health Organization Info emergency website in

English or Spanish can be translated into any language.

Psychological:  Terrorists desire to keep the public in an unhealthy

physical and psychological relationship with their coronavirus, and

their business, organizational, political news and general informa-

tion. The less you interact with their psychological warfare, the

better.
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Internet Hosting & Domains:  Going on several years numerous

website domains such as .org  .com .gov .net .edu  .mil etcetera are in

a state of emergency due to harmful information which they carry.  

Our decision to remain non- profit during the mass media, political

news and information emergency is strategical.  We encourage all

people not to fear, but use good judgment before buying a dot.com

or org knowing that these domains including .gov and .edu have de-

clined in prestige due to terrorism.

Having a domain once meant something, but as long as terrorism

continues as it is, news readers will be weary about doing business

online and even trusting the news, even with official domains at-

tached to their end. Though some problems and complaints have

arisen,  the banking industry is generally secure under God.   Banking

is something that a significant amount of lives come to depend and

rely on.   Under God, banking it will slowly transform in a much

greater establishment than it already is.  Moneyless people and

moneyless systems and general trading will also be prayed over,

watched after carefully and improved.  No one will be forced to be-

come a capitalist as they call us in western hemisphere.  
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Buying a news subscription.  Does paying for news make a differ-

ence?  Not in today’s world.  Terrorists love to sell online subscrip-

tions to their lies.  The psychology behind this is to make people be-

lieve that they are making an investment in information. However,

the information that people buy for the most part remains exclusive-

ly untruthful, manipulative and deceptive.
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Internet Hosting & Domains:  Angelcraft Crown Media Division

A.M. with you always has stopped its mass media presentation.  An-

gelcraft Broadcasting and Angelcraft Crown Media & News Co. are

two of many emergency services which publish at least once a year. 

We cannot publish the details of news and information emergency

for obvious reasons.   These emergency services will utilize a stan-

dard, non-profit, WordPress.com website until the emergency is

over.

There are numerous commercial  and organizational websites in a

state of emergency.  Domains such dot.com .gov .net .int .edu .mil org

and many other professional domains are affected by the current

emergency.    When the news and information emergency is over we

will be sure to post notice throughout our network.  You can also ex-

pect television, radio and wireless services to also notify the general

public when the news and information is over.   If United States man-

ages to fix their mass media inside the country, it should also be re-

flected on wireless, the internet and social media.  If it is not, the

general information  emergency will continue.
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Internet Domains:   The World Crown, JC Angelcraft, US & Mexico

emergency government services remain operational on non-profit

wordpress.com standard websites until the mass media, political

news and general information emergency is over.   Our networks en-

courage people to use the internet to window shop and to shop di-

rectly.  If they see something on the internet that they must have  we

encourage them to use their best judgment for all their internet buy-

ing decisions.
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Ever wonder about the news?  Sometimes it makes no sense.  This is

because the industry changes and different sets of terrorists take

over the news. Terrorist control a great deal of political news and in-

formation as well as response to that information.   If writing does

not make sense it is because terrorists are people who change often

and frequently.  This is because they get brought to justice.  

Because they get brought to justice, new people fill the rolls left be-

hind by previous terrorists.  With new minds come fresh ideas to

every terrorist operation and conspiracy currently in effect.  One of

them is to keep you believing in coronavirus and in presidents and

leaders they put before you.  The goal of international terrorism is to

use information, business, education, the police, the military and

government against you, 

Expect that the people who are conspiring against citizens from

every nation will never tell the truth and never stop their operations

until they are all brought to justice in the  judgment of God just like

political leaders and their predecessors were brought to justice.       

Because they have access to critical technology, news, government

and social media, every new international terrorists group which as-

cends into leadership will try to continue to affect legislation in

every country, work every angle of the coronavirus conspiracy and

continue to lie to citizens pretending to be an authoritative voice in

each nation.    Make sure to protect each other and keep an eye on

the news so nothing takes you by surprise.   

Government workers and doctors in their right minds should warn

and educate the police, major businesses, universities and work

closely with the military and work to educate citizens how terrorists

pulled off the coronavirus hoax.   Afterwards,  governments should

work to remove coronavirus restrictions, ordinances, mandates and

laws which hurt the economy and people’s health. During the  gener-

al decline  communication with Jose Maria Chavira M.S. 52 (669)

954-0380 is highly recommended.   

Angelcraft Media A.M. with you always JV MMXII Orbis Ter-
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Ministry of World News by Angelcraft Media A.M. with you always.
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Public Notice

The ministry of news was founded as an emergency public service

and is free to the general public.  Since we have started we have had

every experience that one might expect when confronting terror-

ism. The reason we are successful is because we pray to God’s Holy

Spirit and we are the future of news and mass media. For this reason

we remain small and do not want to give any more news than we

have to  so terrorists can try to syndicate it. We also do not care to

publish our pages to their news or their news to our pages or do any-

thing they want. We do no business with terrorists. We do not give

permission to terrorist or their agents to do anything. The solution

to this problem is simply to wait till all the terrorists are gone and

brought to justice. Every day we post emergency status for world

news and information on our website.  Thank you and have a great

day.

 

Angelcraft Media A.M. with you always JV MMXII Orbis Ter-
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